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This magical game of kings and queens will teach you how to play chess. Think fast and solve any math problem in no time!
Tap a chess piece to make a move. Attack the opponent’s pieces to capture the king. The more you play, the sooner you'll

become the chess master!

Main features of Magic Chess:

favorite logic game of the Magician World;

magic pieces: wizards and magical creatures;

increasing level of difficulty: think through each your move;
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living figures with bright graphics and effects;

great opportunity to train tactics and logical thinking.

Fantasy creatures become alive in this world of magic and invite you to the endless journey.
Start the chess game today and develop your logical thinking in order to be the next chess champion!
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OVERVIEW
You start off by picking the colour of your cougar, with a surprisingly large amount of choices. Then, you find yourself in the
world. There are lots of plants and trees, and the world has lots to explore. First, you get to find a mate and mate with it (blurred
out). Then, you can pick one of many den sites, where you will have cubs. Once you have cubs, you will need to hunt food for
you and them, protect them, mark your territory, and move dens when angry males get too near. The cubs will inherit colours
from you and the mate, which is a nice touch.

PROS
-The world is detailed and has a wide variety of foliage, flowers, trees, and rocks, as well as rivers, cliffs, and bridges
-You have lots of choice - lots of mates, dens, food, and colours available
-Lots of gameplay elements - mating, cubs, hunting, dens, protecting, fighting, exploring, marking territory, etc

CONS
-The graphic quality is not amazing. However, you get used to it and it doesn't affect the enjoyability of the game!. I am very
happy this was converted to the Windows Mixed Reality platform as well. I had purchased it before this had happend on the off
chance it would work since I tried this at a game con and really liked it. Great game! Orch Star could use some more musical
tracks though but aside from that this is so much fun.. I'm a sucker for the TRON-like digital afterlife concept. So I went into
C?9-0 eagerly expecting a deep, affecting experience. And for the first five or ten minutes, it seemed like it just might deliver
on that...

Sadly, it very quickly descends into a qurky, poorly designed pile of...bits. Instead of feeling like a solid, well-thought out game,
it feels more like an overly ambitious Digipen student project. The biggest problem is, you're thrust into a bizarre, abstract
world without any sort of guidance.

"DEAREST FRIEND, YOU WILL BE CONFUSED AT FIRST, BUT BE BRAVE, IN TIME YOU WILL UNDERSTAND.",
the game assures in a large, ubiquitous, fatiguing-to-read typeface. Part of me wonders if this line was a lampshade put in at the
11th hour of development to assuage confused newcomers.

I've spent more time than I'd care asking myself "what the hell is going on?!". Given the concept, this MAY be a conscious
choice by the developer, since you're no longer in a 'game' and you're figuring it out as you go along just like the main character,
Maggie. But as a player here in meatspace, I still need some sort of graceful introduction to the concepts.

Like, what the hell is 'Foo'? Apparently it's money. It says 0\/5 RAM on the status bar. What does that mean? Oh, now I'm
suddenly sucked into a Zelda-like overhead persective and attacking chattering teeth? Whoa, now I'm in a platform section
where I have unexpectedly acquired a jump key, slaying more chattering teeth. Aaaand now I'm back to the Indian trailer park,
talking to Juggalos.

Seriously.

To be fair, there IS a clumsy, minimal in-game manual to ham-fistedly explain some of this stuff, if you deicde to "spoil the
mystery". And the more you bang your head against the wall, things begin to slowly connect together.

Unfortunately once you begin to weave together a vague notion of what's going on, you begin to realize that the core gameplay is
not nearly as complex or interesting as you'd hoped. As an outsider, this has been an incredibly frustrating, confusing
experience. Abstract concepts are great, but they need a clean and well-thought out game design to prop it up, more than most.

It's clear from other reviews that some players got a lot more out of this game, and I'm sure if I magically "got it" from the
outset like they apparently did, I'd probably like it more, too. But as it currently stands, I'm confused as hell, and -- the bigger
tragedy -- I feel no overwhelming desire to invest more time into understanding it further. In some ways, that's a worse failure
than my benchmark for bitter mediocrity, "Thirty Flights of Loving". At least I was compelled to finish THAT, such as it was.
But also, like that game, reviewers attributed to it a great weight of intellectual complexity that, frankly, I had a hard time giving
it credit for.
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Save your rupees, gang, and simply enjoy the lovely developer-provided screenshots. Imagine a great game built around those
images and know that the game you have imagined probably DOES exist somwhere, out there, in-between the bytes of your
computer's RAM.. Great potential, but I'm not seeing it. Running into routine too early. If I hadn't paid I'd likely stop playing.
Not going to read endless wikis to find out what to do next. No storyline to keep my interest.. Hmm... A very interesting base
game. The controls do leave a little to be desired (also just too much reading) but the game is very playable. It's not the best
game ever designed but there is enough here even in its early stage to keep you interested for awhile. A decent city builder that
hopefully will get better with time.

Ideas\/comments for the developer: More starting ruins on a map would be nice, they are far to spread about right now. They
also make far more interesting buildings then the default ones. Also I personally feel they should disappear after they are all
looted out. The base population moves far too slowly!!! Better indicators as to a buildings "life" would be nice (think a life bar
above the building when it is damaged or the mouse is over it or even a flashing "red" hammer when repairs MUST be done or
the building is close to collapse). Some buildings (like the builders lot etc.) are far too hard to obtain early enough in the game. I
know this adds to the suspense\/desperation feeling but it kind of comes off as just a bad balancing issue. In fact I think a little
balancing of the resources needed for what you get overall could be fiddled with as some buildings (food, water type etc) are
REALLY needed for us who HATE to starve our people to death. Overall a great effort and hopefully it will get better with
time.. The program looks and functions quite well, however, there is little to none on tutorials out there on the internet. Other
than that, it looks decent.

P.S: Devs, would you be able to post some links to tutorials so I can use this program to the fullest.

thank you. Feels inspired by stuff like Perfect Dark and Half Life. I was enjoying the game until I got stuck in a duct that I
crouched into. Whoops. But yeah, fun game, I'm sure it gets better as it goes.
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Ooh yay, yet another 'hurr-durr dis gem iz hard' game.

Ok, I get that some people get some entertainment out of these, and most of them are cleverly thought out and put together, so
that no time is spent figuring out the mechanics. But this game just doesn't play well at all. I couldn't figure out what the
hitboxes of the wheels were, making the game not just hard, but also annoying. It wouldn't have been bad if I could have set my
own controls. Using the arrow keys to move is meh, I prefer AWSD, but using the up arrow to jump just makes this game
unplayable. Also the physics are st00pid.

Unfortunately I can't recommend the game, despite the low price. Save your pennies, folks!

UPDATE: So I was contacted to change my review in light of recent changes that have been made by the developer.
One thing I can give credit for is that the developer seems to care about constructive criticism and wants to improve upon what
he has made and has as such implemented AWSD controls after my review. Jumping however, is still a pain as I'd rather have a
dedicated button that isn't part of my control pad. Music doesn't restart upon death anymore, fortunately removing another layer
of obnoxiousness. Hitboxes are still eh.

A small thing I forgot to mention in my first review was how the first checkpoint was stupid, because you need a run-up to do
the next gauntlet, meaning you have to track back a little every time you die. This doesn't make the game hard, just annoying.

All in all, I'd say that maybe I was too harsh at first and the game is just unfinished and needs some polish. This game does have
potential to be functional, and I'm sure the developer can do it!. I have known about this game for years and now it's finally on
steam. I've always loved it, its music, pixel art, and somewhat retro vibe. It's decently challenging for newcomers and gets
tougher.

 I've been playing pixeljam games since 2008 or so, love them.. May 10th 1986. You\u2019re 13-years-old and your mom
gives you a handful of quarters to spend at Fatty\u2019s Arcade. Upon arriving you see a new cabinet in the back of
the store and it looks rad as hell. Entranced by the flashy neon colors and bass-heavy synth beats you approach the
game you\u2019re destined to conquer.

\u2028\u2028Just before you drop in your first coin you realize the controls aren\u2019t like anything you\u2019ve
seen before. The joysticks and buttons are spaced so far apart that you\u2019d practically have to be a giant to reach
them all. \u201cF*@#! this\u201d you lament to yourself.

\u2028\u2028\u201cHey Einstein, you need two players.\u201d

\u2028\u2028You turn around and see the cutest, smartest and baddest girl in school heading your way.

\u2028\u2028\u201cTwinCop huh? Let's Play!\u201d\u2028

This is it. This is the game that changed your life. How could you have been so lucky?

Surely even in an alternate universe where this game was instead released exactly 33 years later on Steam you would
have bought it just based on the concept alone (and also maybe the other more helpful reviews you\u2019ve read before
reading this one).

\u2028\u2028It\u2019s an excellent game and ton of fun. You may (or may not) find your soul mate. 10\/10. This loco has
to be one of DTG best made DLC's ever! It sounds accurate and operates as it should. Really worth the full price as there's
no complaints.

One bug, the second tone of the horn can be mute sometimes I load this loco.. This game REAAALLLY likes bees.. New to VR
and still not understand the high cost of unfinished games. I get they need funded to become somewhat better but when the
game is released as what feels to be a demo, I lose interest. Maybe when more content is added I'll consider playing again but
as of now, keep working on it. Great concept and idea just a lack of everything from gameplay to content. Not many bugs but
my AK-47 disappeared through the map twice already which sucked cause I had a pile of mags and no gun.
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$20.00 is not even worth it. Maybe $5 would suffice.. Now, normally I put at least 2-3 hours into a game and more time will
be put in if required, however as of the time writing this review, I've only gotten 18 minutes into the game....because that's all
the time required to complete the game and get all the achievements.

Gameplay in KickHim is basically what's expected once viewing the trailer. Characters appear from behind a door you kick
them using your mouse and see how many you can kick in 1 minute. Do that 10 times and you've completed the game because
by that time, you'll have gotten to the final stage, completed the final stage, unlocked all the achievements, unlocked all the
characters and bought all (4) of the different weaposn that can be purchased from the store. Difficulty does increase during
the game but even on the hardest difficulty, the game is still so easy and boring.

Graphics are below average. The hand drawn city overview and stages are pretty decent to look at but the characters in the
game have only 2 frames of animation. If you want an idea of what the animation is like, just imagine drawing 2 different
animations on 2 pieces of paper and flip them past each other quickly while the animations are in 2 compeltely different
stages. That's what the animations are like in KickHim.

Due to the game being so simple, there isn't really much left to say. It's boring and there's nothing really interesting about it.

Pros
+ Graphics are for the most part okay

Cons
- Boring gameplay
- Stilted animations

Final verdict: 3\/10

My curator Group. Pretty fun game. use your imagination, thats the key. I don't know if im burnt out on bad steam horror
games, but i found this one to be pretty decent. It's about 30 minutes long and the puzzles are fairly easy, which is good for
me.The graphics are on par with most unity games, and the story is predictable. It's pretty cheap at 99 cents.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4zTtshjftV0&feature=youtu.be. I can only imagine the madman who thought up this
weapon
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